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Client developed a unique software platform to help 

large B2C enterprises involve employees and 

customers in serving their community, empowering 

them to share inspiring stories and showcase 

volunteering efforts to initiate brand advocacy. 

 

They were looking for a consultant with strong 

expertise executing ad campaigns & generating 

enterprise leads on Linkedin. They were also looking 

for someone to create the ad copy and creatives to 

A/B test. The end goal was to generate brand 

awareness and schedule demos with target 

executives and optimize for a low CPL per qualified 

demo sign-up. 

OVERVIEW OF THE PLAN

INTRO



Identify 2 creative concepts targeting CEO, CMO, COO, 

VP - Community Affairs & Director - Corporate 

Foundation at large B2C enterprises in the US that 

have significant philanthropic spend

Design sponsored content display ads based on 

creative concepts including creation of ad copy and 

images

Setup targeting criteria, placement options, ad 

groupings, tracking UTMs, pixels, & conversion tracking

Monitor analytics during campaign & adjust over a 30 

day period

Objectives to Achieve

TARGET GOALS



Social Media Tactics

PROPOSED STRATEGIES

1. Build Themes 2. Create Engaging Ads 3. Leverage Content



CREATIVE STRATEGY

Themes: Share how much good your company is doing & Enhance your company's value/culture. 

Making it easy for employees to share their volunteer experiences, non-profit work, charitable 

causes, and for your board executives, government representatives, and customers to see the 

impact your company is making in the community.

 

Messaging: Should show higher level decision makers the value through case studies, white-

paper's and customer testimonials. Should be informative and also showing the benefits of 

incorporating.

 

Subject Lines Used:

- How to Inspire Your Employees to Take Action

- [Case Study] Building an Incredible Employer Brand

- Be recognized for the amazing work you do



Promoted Posts and Lead Generation Ads

SPONSORED CONTENT



Social Actions

550

Cost Per Lead

$200
Registered Sign Up's

5

Content Downloads

243

Campaign Duration: 1 Month

RESULTS



Consulted on, executed, and monitored ad 

campaigns to generate qualified enterprise leads. 

Identified 2 creative concepts, setup campaigns, 

ad groupings, and tracking. Designed ads based 

on creative concepts and set the messaging/tone 

of voice. Created Lead Generation Forms to 

capture contact information for demo call. Ran 

both gated and un-gated case studies and white-

papers. 

 

Generated 550 social actions (likes, comments, and 

shares), a steady CTR in line with the campaign 

goals (~0.75% and above benchmark of 0.35%), as 

well as 5 sign up's over the course of the 1 month 

campaign. 

SUMMARY



"Adam helped create and optimize multiple LinkedIn campaigns for us. He was able to quickly 

understand the need & context. He was able to share ideas and insights based on his experience 

that helped shape the campaign. He hit all milestones on time and was great to work with."

 

"We engaged Adam to create a LinkedIn lead generation strategy and help execute it. He's got 

solid experience running a variety of campaigns on Linkedin and knows what works. Adam is 

responsive, articulate and great to work with!"

TESTIMONIALS


